Activated EGF receptor may balance ERK-inhibitory network signalling pathways.
In the COS-7 cell signalling network high levels of cAMP produced, for example, by co-stimulation of beta2-adrenergic receptor (beta2-AR) and bradykinin B2 receptor (BKR) may affect epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-mediated activation of extracellular signal-stimulated kinase (ERK). In contrast, co-stimulation of either beta2-AR or B2R with EGFR leads to synergistic activation of ERK. Due to triple stimulation of these receptors the synergistic effects on ERK activation as well as cAMP accumulation are diminished. Here we demonstrate that EGF is capable of inducing Src-mediated phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues 177 and 347 of BKR. Their replacement by phenylalanine led to BKR mutants which are unable to activate the cAMP pathway. Using these mutants we can show that EGF attenuates but does not completely inhibit the BKR/cAMP pathway which is counteracting the EGFR signalling to ERK. Our findings suggest that the EGFR may control the cellular network rather by balancing mechanisms then by switch on/off reactions.